
Domino G-Series thermal 
ink jet OEM Board
The simple solution for integration into serialisation and 
track and trace systems

A compact board version of 
the G-Series i-Tech controller 
designed for easy integration 
into complex packaging systems

Scan the code to find 
out more about G-Series



Designed for customised 
solutions 
Specifically tailored to the requirements of 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) 
and integrators the OEM Board makes the 
integration of G-Series into packaging machinery 
even easier.  The OEM Board meets the 
legislative standards of the global pharmaceutical 
and healthcare industries and is designed for 
incorporation into high-speed serialisation and 
track and trace systems.

A320i
The A320i, with a reduced service routine, intelligent ink life - 
minimising waste as well as 40% lighter – helping you to reduce 
your carbon footprint. With advanced energy saving software 
the printer can even automatically shut down when your 
production line stops. 

        Greener credentials
Domino’s commitment and investment in sound 
environmental practices means we frequently exceed the 
demanding governmental, industry and company standards and 
regulations. We are committed to minimising the consumption 
of natural resources and energy and the creation of waste.  
Additionally, our products are RoHS and WEEE compliant so 
that they are recyclable.

A diverse range of applications

Industry standard code 
formats can be applied 
using combinations of 
alphanumeric text and 
2D data matrix codes for 
enhanced traceability.

High resolution, high 
speed codes can be 
applied providing 
excellent clarity with 
all of the benefits of 
Thermal Ink Jet.

High quality, multiple 
codes can be applied 
to a wide variety of 
substrates within a single 
production process.

High contrast and 
excellent adhesion to 
provide robust codes 
for use in many high 
speed applications.



The OEM board is a compact, fully integrated  
board version of the G-Series i-Tech controller :
• Intelligent buffer supports item level serialisation 
• Fast and flexible Ethernet interface for simple integration 
• Seamless coding at high production rates   
 

Beautiful on the inside

Once your system is set-up and installed, forget about it:
• Virtually maintenance free, only the emptied cartridge needs to be changed 
• Programming, set-up and operation can be controlled via PC, the board itself does not have to be accessed 
• Zero downtime as messages can be edited while the printer is running and auto-swap enables cartridge exchange during operation 
• Accurate prediction of running costs through display of the number of possible prints per cartridge for the loaded message

Predictable, highly reliable – service free

All G-Series print heads offer the same i-Tech functionality:
• Auto-swap extends production runs as cartridges are automatically swapped when using this feature 
• Cartridge diagnosis monitors the health of the cartridges 
• Cartridge present sensing ensures your line always runs with a cartridge in place and correctly fitted 
• Ink selection automatically selects the correct driver for the ink  
• Ink level detection reduces downtime and ink wastage thanks to real time ink level management

 

Innovative i-Tech feature set



Exceptional inks researched, developed and manufactured in-house:
• High performance G-Series ink range is well suited for multi-substrate pharmaceutical and healthcare  
 packaging lines  
• Versatile inks developed to match a wide variety of porous, semi-porous and non-porous substrates 
• Optimised inks and print head drivers are tuned to deliver high quality codes whilst maintaining  
 cartridge lifetime

In-house developed inks that exceed market requirements

End user benefits at a glance 
Providing peace of mind to end users, integrated G-Series technology:
• Durable, readable and colourfast portfolio of inks, independently verified as industry leading 
• Improved uptime and reduced ink wastage through innovative i-Tech feature set  
• Alphanumeric texts, logos and 2D data matrix code 
• Super fast serialisation at item level, ready for EU Falsified medicines Directive and e-Pedigree 



OEM Board
i-Tech GAH2005

Part number GAH2502
Low profile print head (front connector)

Side View left Side View right Front View

Part number GAH2502
Low profile print head (front connector)

Part number GAH2501
Low profile print head (top connector)
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Technical Specification:

Controllers i-Tech G-Series                  
Print Heads i-Tech  
Number of print heads per OEM board   4
Number of print groups per OEM board 4 
Print speed From 300m/min (984 ft/min at 60 dpi to 30m/min (98 ft/min) at 600 dpi (horizontal resolution)
Maximum print height 50.8 mm / 2” (4x 12,7mm)
Graphics (monochrome bitmaps) Yes
 Interfaces Ethernet, RS232, CAN Bus (additional digital in-/out-puts) Protocols: Modbus, ftp, Telnet 

Bar codes and 2D codes EAN 8, EAN 13, UPC-A, UPC-E, Code39, EAN128, Code128, ITF14, Interleaved 2/5, Datamatrix (ECC 200), Datamatrix GS1-128,  
 Barcode Library including many additional barcodes, e.g: QR-Code, GS1 DataBar, PPN-Code, PDF417 and many others
Fonts Arial, Courier, other True Type fonts can be loaded
Dimensions 
Board Width: 226mm, Depth: 115mm, Length: 356mm  
Standard Print Head Width: 28.6mm (1,13”), Depth: 95mm (3.74”), Length: 222mm (8.74”) 
Low Profile Print Head Width: 56.9mm (2.24”), Depth: 50mm (1.97”), Length: 152mm (5.98”)
Inks Fast drying Water and Ethanol based inks in various colours (black, red, blue and green) 

Inputs & Output 
Digital Inputs 8 (NPN/PNP / 24V-Sensor), configurable  
Digital Outputs 8 (24V), configurable  
Product Speed Detect 2 RS422 Shaft Encoder inputs 
Signal Inputs/Outputs Configurable, e.g. start print (D-top), print direction, ready to print, print busy, alarm, ink cartridge low, cartridge empty,  
 cartridge present
G-Series i-Tech Features e.g. automatic ink detection, ink level sensing on cartridge chip, cartridge present, ink cartridge health check feature
Range Specifications   
Operating voltage 90 – 264 VAC 
Frequency 47 – 63 Hz 
Power 80 VA 
Operating temperature 0 – 50 °C
Options Alarm beacons



OEM G/0513 We reserve the right to change the design or specification of our products without notice. Some of the information contained   
 in this brochure is general in nature and customers should check that it is applicable to their individual circumstances.

Our people share a distinctive attitude based on seeing new horizons.

It appeals to the belief we all have in the possibilities of curious exploration, or 
going further.

Our approach is apparent in the resourcefulness of our people in supporting 
customers, and in their willingness to embrace responsibility and do what’s right.

The result is a company that delivers customer solutions that are better because 
they are more innovative at the customer interface and create more possibilities 
for you.

In everything, Domino do more.

Domino is all about ‘doing more’.

www.dominoprinting.co.id


